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1 Here is a bar chart showing the favourite pets for year 7 
students at Hampton gardens school 

The ratio of Owls to Parrots = 3:1 
140 students liked cats.  
How many liked Owls? 

Solution 
Let the total number of students be T 
Then, 7

12
 of T = 140 

Therefore, T = 12×140
7

= 240                                 [1mark] 
The number of students who liked dogs = 30% of 240 = 72                      
[1mark] 
The number of students who liked Owls and Parrots 
= 240 – 72 – 140 = 28 

[1mark] 
The number of students who like Owls = 3

4
 of 28 =

21[1mark] 
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2 Mr. Anderson is 10 times older than his daughter  
In 32 years, the ratio of their ages will be 2:1 
How old is Mr. Anderson? 

Solution 
 

Let the daughter’s age be x years 
Then, Mr. Anderson will 10x years 
 
In 32 years, the daughter will be 𝑥𝑥 + 32 
Mr. Anderson will be 10𝑥𝑥 + 32 
 
So 10𝑥𝑥 + 32: 𝑥𝑥 + 32 = 2: 1    [2marks] 
{Write this into a proportional equation} 
 
10𝑥𝑥+32
𝑥𝑥+32

= 2
1
                           {Cross Multiply} 

10𝑥𝑥 + 32 = 2𝑥𝑥 + 64 [1mark]  {Subtract 32 from both sides}                     
10𝑥𝑥 = 2𝑥𝑥 + 32                      
8𝑥𝑥 = 32  
So 𝑥𝑥 = 4               [1mark]          
                                                                            
Therefore, Mr. Anderson will be  
4 × 10 = 40years old now                 [1mark] 
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3 Mr. Jarvis has 35 lambs and some sheep on his farm.  
The ratio of lambs to sheep is 5:8  
He sells 6 of the sheep 
What is the new ratio of lambs to sheep on the farm? 
Given your answer in its simplest form? 

Solution 
The ratio Lambs: Sheep = 5: 8 
35 ÷ 5 = 7              [1mark] 
The number of sheep on the farm will be 8 × 7 = 56   
[1mark]    
                        
6 are sold, the number of sheep on the farm is now 50 
[1mark]     
                                                                                
Therefore, we will have 35: 50 = 7: 10 
Therefore, the new ratio of lambs to sheep will be 7:10 
[1mark]       

4 Alicia has only wine gums and haribos in her sweets bag.  
The ratio of wine gums to haribos is 3:1  
She eats 8 of the wine gums but still has 34 wine gums 
How many sweets were in the bag?                                                                  

Solution 
The total number of wine gums = 34 + 8 = 42          [1mark]                                       
42 ÷ 3 = 14        [1mark]                                                                                          
So, there were 14 haribos in the bag 
Therefore, the total number of sweets in the bag will be  
= 14 + 42 = 56 [1mark] 
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5 Amy, Jo and Eli shared some money in the ratio of 1.5: 1: 2.2 
Eli received £81 more than Jo  
How much did Amy receive? 

Solution 
Difference between Eli’s and Jo’s = 2.2 – 1 = 1.2   [1mark]                                
Therefore, 81 ÷ 1.2 = 67.5          [1mark]                                                                      
So, Amy received = 67.5 × 1.5 = £101.25      [1mark]                                    
 


